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Diabetic patients have 15 to 30 times higher risk of amputation compared to non-diabetics.\(^1\) About 85% of diabetic patients with a non-healing foot ulcer end up in major amputations.\(^2\) Diabetic foot ulcers (DFU) are due to combination of neuropathy, peripheral vascular disease (PAD) and infection.\(^3\) Detection of PAD in an ulcerated foot is paramount as it helps in early revascularisation. The classic presentations of chronic limb ischemia, such as rest pain and intermittent claudication, are masked due to associated neuropathy in these patients; and the very first presentation may be with a gangrenous toe or a non-healing ulcer. Ischemia remains untreated in these patients before significant time has lapsed. Early detection and timely referral to dedicated centres with vascular surgery services is the key in the management of these patients. What might have been sufficient circulation for an intact, uninfected foot may be inadequate once ulceration, sepsis and gangrene develop. Ulcer formation in an ischemic leg, is a sign of severe chronic limb ischemia; and leaving it untreated, results in major limb loss.

Macroangiopathy in diabetics typically involves distal superficial femoral artery and infra-popliteal arteries, which is usually severe, diffuse and multi-segmental. Most patients are candidates for surgical or endovascular revascularisation.

Infra-inguinal bypasses, using veins, have excellent limb salvage rate with minimal perioperative morbidity and mortality. These are reserved for patients with good life expectancy and who are fit for anesthesia. Inline flow to the ankle or foot via at least one of the pedal arteries is required for wound healing. An adequate size (>3mm), and good quality (without fibrosis and stenosis) vein is pre-requisite for these procedures which can be mapped preoperatively. Vein can be used in reversed, non-reversed or in situ fashion. Bypasses to foot arteries also produce excellent long-term patency and good limb salvage rate.\(^4\)

Endovascular therapy has evolved as an alternative with encouraging results; even for patients who are not fit for surgery.

The clinical outcomes of wound healing and amputation are comparable with open interventions. Endovascular techniques, such as percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) with and without stenting, subintimal angioplasty, drug coated balloons and stents and atherectomy devices have established their roles with good results. Drug-eluted balloons and stents prevent neointimal hyperplasia and re-stenosis. Sirolimus-eluting stents have shown to inhibit neointimal hyperplasia in the coronary vasculature. Atherectomy devices debulk heavy and calcified lesions to facilitate routine angioplasty in difficult lesion.

The lesion-crossing techniques have also improved. Antegrade true lumen crossing has superior patency rate.\(^5\) Subintimal approach, retrograde access via pedal arteries and subintimal arterial flossing with antegrade-retrograde intervention (SAFARI) are some of the innovative techniques in crossing lesions which are not crossable by routine ‘antegrade’ approach.\(^6\) These all help in improving the primary patency and limb salvageability.

Limb salvage rate of 80-85% has been reported using either surgical, endovascular or hybrid (combination of two) revascularisation techniques in these patients.\(^7\) Fast-track programme consisting of early endovascular revascularisation and local surgical treatment have been reported to reduce amputations in DFU patients.\(^8\)

“Time is tissue,” and diabetic foot problems requiring a timely, team-approach to prevent amputation. Organised programmes have shown reduced amputations in developed world.\(^9\) The same model customised with local needs can be incorporated in low-to-middle-income countries to produce these results.

Limb salvage is a philosophy with a mindset to assess every diabetic foot patient for compromised circulation and possible revascularisation before offering minor or major amputation, unless there is spreading infection. Ischemia should be managed to prevent further soft tissue loss and improve the likelihood of wound healing. After ischemia and infection are managed, the pressure needs to be relieved from the foot to prevent recurrent ulcer formation in these patients. There is need to generate this awareness among medical community, especially the surgeons managing these patients. It will definitely improve the outcomes of these patients.
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